Q1: And because of this, we think that it would be in the WISHH coalition’s best interest to consider selecting two different prime contractor parties for these respective parts of the work. Is this completely out of the realm of possibility?

A1: The WISHH Coalition recognizes the project will evolve over the course of time and there is potential the project team composition may change as each phase progresses and new guidance is provided by DOE. However, per the RFP all respondents must provide one prime contractor who will propose a planned team and how the items in the Scope of Work will be accomplished.

Q2: If the WEA is unable to allow bidding for just parts 1 and 2, would you be willing to make introductions to any EPC players of your choice that you feel we could be a good partner to?

A2: In order to be fair to all potential bidders, we are unable to comply with your request.